American Antiquity Citation Style

Use complete first names and middle initials for authors and editors as they appear on the title page of the work. Two or more works by the same author or authors should be listed chronologically.

**Book: single author**
Elster, Jon

**Book: multiple authors**
Hampton, David R., Charles E. Summer, and Ross A. Weber

**Book: edited book**
Dibble, Charles E. (editor)
1980  [*sixteenth century*] *Codice Xolotl*. Universidad Autónoma de México, México, D.F. McHugh (editor)

**Book: translation**
Bonavia, Duccio

**Book: book or other item, no author**
SCS Engineers

**Article: in a journal**
Ashmore, Wendy

**Article: in a journal, group**
The Royal Society Conference of Editors

**Article: in a magazine, no author**
The Indian Homeland

**Article: in a newspaper, no author**
Weekly Missouri Courier (WMC) [Palmyra, Missouri]
1838  [short description of what is being cited, e.g., "Advertisement placed by J. H. and A. A. Stirman."] 7 July:[page numbers, if paginated]. Palmyra, Missouri.

**Article: in a newspaper, with an author**
Noble, John W.

**Article: in an edited book**
Manzanilla, Linda

**Dissertation or Thesis**
Fritz, Gayle J.